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ORGANO – for a vibrant life.
We put people’s well-being front and center, and have been doing so for over 23 years. The
name ORGANO is derived from the living organism. The Stümpfl family from Tittling in the
Bavarian Forest are the founders of this company, which is now in the safe hands of the second
generation.
ORGANO’s mission is a holistic concept for greater well-being for both humans and animals.
HEALTHY Lifestyle. Home. Work.
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Our family company ORGANO
Family Stümpfl has worked in the health sector for over 40 years, and runs the Stümpfl
naturopathy practice in Tittling. Thanks
in large part to the therapeutic knowledge
gained from real-life practice, it is possible
to constantly improve the individual areas
of application of ORGANO.
The origins of ORGANO
The start of the 1990s heralded the
initial contact with Rudolf Herde, eminent
authority on radiesthesia and developer of
the first ORGANO products. In the three
years up to Herde’s death, he passed his invaluable knowledge from his research on to
Ludwig Stümpfl, founder of ORGANO, who
thus gained a horizon of experience spanning almost 60 years in this area.

Featured:
Ludwig Stümpfl with his wife Betty
(3rd and 2nd from left at the back),
Manfred and Ines Stümpfl, Carmen Stümpfl
and Claudia and Thomas Stümpfl (left to
right)
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Slowly but steadily, the ORGANO company,
established in 1999, grew from a regional
family enterprise to a company that now
markets its portfolio of services throughout
the whole of Europe.
The energetic knowledge is implemented
in various products and programs that are
specifically tailored to their respective purpose and that represent the company’s
practical know-how.
Quality and fairness
Quality and fair working conditions are of
great importance to us. This is why every single
ORGANO product is made in Germany.
After manufacture, our products undergo
quality control carried out by us, and only
once they have passed this are they approved.

The Stümpfl family with the
naturopathy team

Stümpfl naturopathy practice
At our naturopathy practice, our aim is to
activate the body’s natural healing powers
and support them with the help of natural
healing remedies.
This is why people, with all their facets, are
at the heart of what we do. We don’t just
treat the symptoms of an illness that are
currently observable – we take the medical
history, life circumstances, diet and mental health of our patients into account. To
be clear: we do not view naturopathy as
an alternative to conventional medicine,
but believe that the combination of the
two holds the potential for an ideal and
highly effective healing process. Drawing
on all of this knowledge, we developed a
treatment method that is individually tailored to each patient for the promotion of
their health.
What is more, 40 years of practical experience from our own naturopathy practice
provides us with the opportunity to constantly improve our ORGANETIK seminars
and continually enhance our ORGANO
products.
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In our naturopathy practice, we offer various therapies from the field of alternative
medicine that we consider to be highly effective based on our experience and professional expertise.
Our most well-known and most frequently
implemented therapies and specialist areas
are:
» ORGANETIK
» Acupuncture massage
» Matrix therapy
» Colon hydrotherapy
» Osteopathy
Further information available at
www.stuempfl-naturheilpraxis-bayern.de

ORGANO puts
the well-being of people
front and center
The comprehensive range of services offered by ORGANO
is an ideal holistic solution for greater well-being.
It represents an optimum way of living in all aspects of
life, home and work, and supports all areas of your daily
routine.

ORGANETIK bioresonance method
Finding and releasing energetic blockages at
the physical, mental and spiritual level. Can
also be learned at any time in seminars.

More energy for the
no. 1 necessity
ORGANO water –
your powerful tap water.
Available from the tap
at any time in optimized
energetic quality.
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More energy and protection
The ORGANO Vital series is your
personal protection for on the go,
and can be personalized for you
using ORGANETIK.

ORGANETIK

Water: the elixir
of life

Personal
protection

ORGANO
water

ORGANO
Vital series

More and better
energy for a
successful life.
Regeneration is part of your
performance. For this, your
body needs to be able to
refuel with enough energy.
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Seminars

ORGANO

Energyoptimized
living & working

Radiation-free
living & working

ORGANO
Bagua +
Chi

ORGANO
Power +
Mobile

More well-being
thanks to an interference-free environment
Living and working environment free from
technical or geopathic
radiation influences.

ORGANO impulse technology
All ORGANO products are based on ORGANO impulse technology. All materials are
made up of energy and its specific information. The reservoirs (energy carriers) of this
technology are silica quartz crystals found
in every ORGANO product.
Depending on the area of application, the
ORGANO products are worn directly on
the body or installed for their respective
purpose.
The ORGANO products are made of
high-quality materials and are produced in
Germany.

The possible applications of ORGANO impulse technology are extensive. The focus is
always on the well-being of people, which is
supported by ORGANO via a wide range of
services in the following areas:
» The ORGANETIK bioresonance method
» Personal protection for on the go
» Radiation-free living and working
» Energy-optimized living and
working
» Water: the elixir of life
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ORGANETIK seminars
Take your health
into your own hands!
There is a broad spectrum of factors that
can influence our well-being and cause
energy blockages:
» Emotions (e.g. fears, irritation, anger)
» Emotional trauma
» Stress
» Hormonal imbalances
» Environmental and radiation influences
» Poor diet

Seminars
ORGANETIK

As a health-conscious person, with
ORGANETIK you yourself are capable of
releasing energetic blockages that may be
disrupting your well-being. For yourself as
well as your family, friends or patients.
And of course, the ORGANETIK training
can also be a start in a new professional direction if you wish. Make the most of your
time. Now.

» Toxins
» Excess physical strain, injuries
As soon as the energy blockages are resolved, the body, mind and spirit can find
their way back to their natural equilibrium
and to greater well-being.
For 23 years now, health-conscious people
as well as therapists have been taking our
training courses.
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Over 4,000

Start your ORGANETIK training today!

users

already

You get to choose between three training options.
You will find further info and all seminar dates at
www.organo.de/seminare

Mölln

Deutschland

Köln

Nürnberg

Passau
Linz

Wien

Österreich
Schweiz

Recorded seminar
Book online any time at your
own convenience and you decide when to take the seminar;
the recording is available for 7
days from the date of booking

Live ONLINE seminar
Here you can ask questions
at any time; after this, the
recording is available to you
for 7 days

ORGANETIK practitioners near you
Would you like to experience ORGANETIK for yourself?
Here’s the easy way to find an ORGANETIK
practitioner near you:
www.organo.de/organetiker

Hopfgarten

On-site seminar
In-person participation at
one of our seminar locations
in Germany, Austria and
Switzerland; after this, the
recording is available to you
for 7 days

Seminars
ORGANETIK

The benefits of ORGANETIK and our seminars

Resolve energetic
blockages at the
physical, mental and
spiritual level
Simple and easy
to learn
No prior knowledge
necessary
Over 40 years of
experience from the
Stümpfl naturopathy
practice

Pleasant,
gentle method

All seminars can
be individually
booked

For application on
yourself, your family,
friends, clients
or animals



If you want to
learn more about
ORGANETIK, take
a look at our
video:

www.organo.de/organetik-seminare
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Seminars
ORGANETIK

Seminars: humans
In the ORGANETIK seminars: humans,
you learn how you can use ORGANETIK to
find and release blockages at the physical,
mental and spiritual level of a person.

All

info and
registration at

organo.de

The ORGANETIK fundamental training
consists of four individual seminars that
build on one another and are divided as
follows:

A

B

C

D

Seminar A

Seminar B

Seminar C

Seminar D

In this seminar, you
learn about the fundamental principles of
ORGANETIK as well as
the practical use of the
ORGANO sensor and
ORGANETIK using the
basic structures of the
chakras – spine – glands
– organs.

Alongside the physical
level, in seminar B we
predominantly address
the mental and spiritual
level. You learn that burdens such as emotions or
trauma are stored in our
subconscious and can be
the root cause of various
symptoms.

In this seminar, we focus on the details of the
method. Here we work
with anatomical images
and deal with the cells
and the cellular environment, i.e. the matrix. In
addition, we also address
the energetic system and
the craniosacral system.

We use the knowledge
from seminars A, B and
C to create an individual treatment concept
for your clients. The gut
as the root of our health
and the immune system
are the subjects of the
final intensive seminar.
We provide you with
practical tips that enable
you to get started with
your ORGANETIK practice as soon as you have
received your certificate.

Seminars: ORGANO feng shui
A holistic energetic concept also involves
taking the living environment of people and
animals into consideration.
To be able to optimize the energetic state of
a human or animal in a long-lasting manner,
in addition to body, mind and spirit, the environment must also be free from negative
influences.
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In the course of our ORGANO feng shui
seminars, three consecutive seminars teach
the optimization of our living environment:

1

2

3

Feng shui seminar 1

Feng shui seminar 2

Feng shui seminar 3

In this seminar, you learn the basic
principles of our ORGANO feng
shui analysis. This involves the
observation of the energies of a
plot of land and above all the interference fields in a house, how
to find these and how we can
implement various ORGANOs to
neutralize them.

In this seminar, it’s all about
the flow of energy. Does enough
energy enter the house and is this
energy able to be distributed evenly throughout the house? These
are the central topics of this seminar. This is also where we discuss
negative influences from people
and learn appropriate harmonization techniques.

In the final feng shui seminar, you
familiarize yourself with bagua
(the eight areas of life). We show
you how you can draw the bagua
areas onto your floor plan and use
the ORGANO Bagua to not only
balance it out, but in fact activate
it for the individual residents.
A practical example using a seminar participant rounds out our
ORGANO feng shui training, to
ensure that you are ready to get
started with your work as soon as
you receive your certificate.

Seminars
ORGANETIK

Seminars: animals
In our ORGANETIK seminars: animals,
you learn how you can use ORGANETIK
to find and release blockages at the physical,
mental and spiritual level of an animal.
All

The ORGANETIK fundamental training consists of four individual seminars that build
on one another and are divided as follows:

info and
registration at

organo.de

A

B

C

D

Seminar A

Seminar B

Seminar C

Seminar D

In this seminar, you learn
about the fundamental
principles of ORGANETIK as well as the practical use of the ORGANO
sensor and ORGANETIK
using the basic structures
of the chakras – spine –
glands – organs.

Alongside the physical
level, in seminar B we
predominantly address
the mental and spiritual
level. You learn that burdens such as emotions or
trauma are stored in our
subconscious and can be
the root cause of various
symptoms.

In this seminar, we focus on the details of the
method. Here we work
with anatomical images
and deal with the cells
and the cellular environment, i.e. the matrix. In
addition, we also address
the energetic system and
the craniosacral system.

We use the knowledge
from seminars A, B and
C to create an individual treatment concept
for your approach with
the animal. The gut as
the root of all health and
the immune system are
the subjects of the final
intensive seminar. We
provide you with practical tips that enable you
to get started with your
ORGANETIK practice as
soon as you have received
your certificate.

ORGANO webinars
Our ORGANO webinars enable you to
continue to receive ongoing further education and condensed first-hand expertise even after completing your seminars
– from the comfort of your own home.
The hour-long online presentations cover
a diverse range of current topics related to
ORGANETIK and ORGANO feng shui, and
can be booked live or as a recording.

The ORGANO webinars are available for
flexible viewing on different devices (e.g. on
your tablet, smartphone, PC or laptop).

All

topics and
registration at

organo.de
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Personal protection
The ORGANO Vital series
More and more frequently, we are exposed
to external influences and stressful situations. This can block our energetic system.
The ORGANO Vital series, which we will
present over the next few pages, offers the
ideal personal protection for on the go to
suit all tastes.

Personal
protection
ORGANO
Vital series

Boosts your
energy

Protects you against
external influences

Makes you more
resistant to stress

Your body’s own energy system is
not the same each day. Depending on a whole host of factors, you
sometimes have more, sometimes
less energy available to you.
The ORGANO Vital series activates
your energetic system and supports
you with full power and energy in
your daily tasks.

In our daily lives, we are permanently
exposed to various external pressures
and strains. These pressures may be
technical, physical, or even mental
and spiritual (such as negative emotions from the people around us).
When you’re out and about, the
ORGANO Vital series protects you
against these influences.

In this day and age, stress has become
our daily companion. Not just in our
jobs, but in our private lives too, we
are subject to the pressures of stress
for a large portion of our lives. The
ORGANO Vital series helps you to
better cope with stressful situations
and become more resistant to them.

Personalize your
ORGANO VITAL PRODUCT

With an ORGANETIK application, the
ORGANO Vital product can be used to optimize the effect of ORGANETIK, no matter
whether it’s the ORGANO Vital classic pendant, the locket, the bracelets or the charm.
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Personal
protection
ORGANO
Vital series

ORGANO Vital classic pendant
For years now, ORGANO Vital has been
accompanying people on their path to a
light-hearted life full of joy!
Our Vital classic features a refined anthracite color and a sporty elegant look.
The ORGANO Vital classic pendant is
made of high-quality stainless steel and
coated with PVD. The brushed front side
displays the ORGANO emblem. This is
carved out in 3D relief and polished to a
mirror finish in stainless steel. The back and
the flattened edges are also polished to a
mirror finish to give it a classic touch.
Dimensions: 30 x 18 x 2 mm, delivery incl.
rubber necklace, length: 55 cm. The necklace is also available in the lengths of 50 cm
or 60 cm as desired.
Care: Waterproof. Product warranty: One
year material warranty, lifelong duration of
effect.
Optional
personal engraving on the
back

Boosts your energy
Protects you against
external influences
Makes you more
resistant to stress

Optional
personal engraving on the
back

ORGANO Vital locket
The exclusive ORGANO Vital lockets are
radiant with their high-quality material and
distinctive appearance.
In the colors gold and rosé, this special piece
of jewelry, made entirely of stainless steel, is
additionally coated with PVD.

Rosé

Gold

Stainless steel

The locket pendant is delivered with a
chain in the matching color. Pendant size:
Ø 16 mm, height 3 mm. The length of the
chain may be adjusted to 51 cm, 48 cm
and 45 cm. Care: Waterproof. Product warranty: One year material warranty, lifelong
duration of effect.

Boosts your energy
Protects you against
external influences
Makes you more
resistant to stress
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Personal
protection
ORGANO
Vital series

Pink

Blue

ORGANO Vital Kids
Finally here for you – ORGANO Vital Kids
for our youngest ones and the young at
heart. Bright and jazzy or in a simple stainless steel version, they are the ideal complement to the personality of their wearer.
This piece of jewelry, made entirely of stainless steel, is also available with a colour finish
in pink or blue.

Stainless steel

The pendant is delivered with a matching
chain. Pendant size: Ø 13 mm, height 3 mm.
The length of the chain is 39 cm and can be
shortened to 34 cm.
This children’s necklace has been carefully produced in accordance with toy safety
standard DIN EN 71 Part 1. Care: Waterproof. Product warranty: One year material
warranty, lifelong duration of effect.

Boosts your energy

NEW

Protects you against
external influences
Makes you more
resistant to stress
Optional
personal engraving
on the back

ORGANO Vital bracelet

Stainless steel
Rosé

The ORGANO Vital bracelet is a stylish
accessory for every day – for both him and
her.
The material of the main design is stainless
steel, while the coating for the color rosé is
made of PVD. The black wristband is made
from high-quality cowhide leather.

Easy-to-use
fastening

The bracelet is available in these sizes: S (17
cm), M (18 cm) and L (19 cm), as well as XL
(20 cm) in stainless steel. Special sizes available at extra charge.
Dimensions: Ø 15 mm, height 3 mm.
Care: Waterproof. Product warranty: One
year material warranty, lifelong duration of
effect.

Boosts your energy
Protects you against
external influences
Makes you more
resistant to stress
24
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Personal
protection
ORGANO
Vital series

ORGANO Vital click bracelet
NEW
The new ORGANO Vital click bracelet not
only features a laid-back, elegant appearance. With its aesthetic design, it is the perfect special detail to complete any outfit.
The material of the main design is stainless
steel, with a coating of PVD. The red and
brown wristbands are made of high-quality cowhide leather, while the black is made
from plaited rope and is ideal as a sports
bracelet.
The bracelet is available in these sizes: XS
(16.5 cm), S (17.5 cm), M (18.5cm), L (19.5
cm), XL (20.5 cm), XXL (21.5 cm). Special sizes available at extra charge.
Dimensions: Ø 12 mm, height 7 mm.
Care: Waterproof. Product warranty: One
year material warranty, lifelong duration of
effect.

Magnetic
click fastening

Gold/Dark Blue

Gold/Red
Silver/Dark Blue

Rosé/Brown
Anthracite/Black

Boosts your energy
Protects you against
external influences
Makes you more
resistant to stress
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Personal
protection
ORGANO
Vital series

ORGANO Vital charm
Our energy charm is a feminine, romantic
piece of jewelry that is both fresh and elegant at once.

Optional
personal engraving on the
back

Thanks to the carabiner clasp, the charm
can be worn on a necklace or any bracelet of
your choosing. In the colors gold and rosé,
this special piece of jewelry, made entirely
of stainless steel, is additionally coated with
PVD.

Chains in matching color also available as an
option. Dimensions of the charm: 16 x 12 x
2 mm. Care: Waterproof. Product warranty:
One year material warranty, lifelong duration of effect.
Boosts your energy
Protects you against
external influences
Makes you more
resistant to stress

Beneficial skincare
Stimulates the flow of energy
Dermatologically tested

ORGANO cream

I

MP

NEW
FO
R M UL A

The combination of ingredients has a
smoothing effect, provides elasticity and
promotes the supply of energy to the skin. It
ensures greater resilience and has a cleansing, vitalizing effect.
Application: For sensitive or especially irritated areas of the skin. Beneficial support
for the skin and the energetic status after an
ORGANETIK treatment.
Available in 100 ml jars.

» Jojoba oil
» Hyaluronic acid
» Q10
» Vitamin E acetate
» Shea butter
» Hops extract
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The high-quality ingredients such as
hyaluronic acid, Q10, vitamin E acetate, shea
butter, jojoba oil and hops extract allow additional valuable energy to be stored, which
quite literally gets under your skin.
The interaction between the active
ingredients and the energies are
what make the cream so valuable.

Personal
protection
ORGANO
Vital series

Boosts your
animal’s energy
Protects your animal
against external influences
Makes your animal more
resistant to stress

NEW

ORGANO Vital Animal
ORGANO Vital Animal gives
your animal more energy
while also protecting it from negative
influences from other animals.
ORGANO Vital Animal is the daily companion for your dog. With the keyring provided as part of your order, the stainless steel
ORGANO Vital Animal can be attached to
your pet’s collar.
Dimensions: Ø 12 mm, height 9 mm. Care:
Waterproof. Product warranty: One year
material warranty, lifelong duration of effect.

Optional
personal engraving on the
back
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Ideal for horses too
With an increased flow of energy,
a competition horse can achieve peak performances. If your horse wears a halter or
snaffle bit, you can quite simply attach the
ORGANO Vital Animal to this using the
keyring.
Our tip for double the impact
If your horse is in its box and not wearing a
halter, you can simply attach the ORGANO
Vital Animal below or near to the feeder. In
this way, the feed is also automatically invigorated by the ORGANO Vital Animal.

Establish a high-energy environment
for living & working
Is your living and working environment a
perfect place in which to feel your best, or
do you sometimes feel like “changing out
the water”?
If a person or even an animal is exposed to
negative pressures in his or her surroundings, this can have a strong adverse effect
not only on the energy status, but also on
the feeling of well-being.
The comprehensive range of services offered
by ORGANO provides the ideal solution for
optimum “living and working”.

1
2
3

Three steps for an optimum living and
working environment
In the first step, we create a living
and working environment that
Radiation-free
is free from radiation. Harmful
living & working
external radiation influences and
ORGANO
Power +
Mobile
negative geopathic charges are
harmonized.
In the next step, we move on to optimizing
the energies in the living and
working spaces. How is the energy
Energyoptimized
distributed and how much
living & working
energy reaches the individual
rooms? Specific measures are
ORGANO
Bagua +
Chi
implemented to improve the flow
and the quality of the energy.
Our bodies are made up of 70% water.
This is why in the last step, it is particularly
important to pay attention to the
quality of our drinking water to
Water: the elixir
of life
provide an ideal supply for our
bodies. With our ORGANO water,
ORGANO
water
energetically powerful water
flows from your tap at all times.

This is why we recommend
an individualized sleeping and
workplace analysis
The area in which you sleep is the most important room in the house, since body and
mind regenerate in sleep more than anything. Optimum recovery can only take place
in a positive environment. If unfavorable influences put a strain on our sleep for a prolonged period of time, this robs us of energy.
Our holistic sleeping area analysis consists of
the individual observation of technical and
geopathic zones of interference as well as
the layout of the sleeping area.
Similar principles apply to the workplace or
business premises. It has been shown that
substantially better work is done in a harmonious working environment; this is also
true in terms of employee satisfaction, absences and employee retention.
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ORGANO offers many options for eliminating imbalances so that a feeling of well-being and satisfaction become second nature
in your own four walls or at the office. After
all, only in a setting in which the energy is
right are we able to recharge our batteries,
stay healthy and be successful.

ORGANO feng shui advisors
near you
Would you like to have a sleeping area or
office analysis carried out by one of our
experts?
Here’s the easy way to find an
ORGANO feng shui advisor
near you:
www.organo.de/organetiker

Radiation-free
living & working

Radiation-free
living & working
ORGANO
Power +
Mobile

We can neither smell nor taste it, neither
hear nor see it, and yet we are constantly
surrounded by it – radiation!
Day in and day out, we are exposed to a
whole host of radiation influences in our living and working environment – these can
be of both technical or geopathic origin.

Treat your body to a living and working
environment free from radiation influences.
By implementing the measures we demonstrate for you over the next few pages, you
create a positive energy field in which you
can feel good and in which your body and
mind can optimally regenerate.

Radiation is all around us –
every day, everywhere

34
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Radiation-free
living & working
ORGANO
Power +
Mobile

ORGANO Power
Electrical currents generate radiation energies inside the house, e.g.
» while traveling to outlets via the
electric cables in the house
» via electric household appliances that
consume electricity

Also available
for
photovoltaic
systems

» when creating electricity using
private photovoltaic systems
On average, a single-family home has approx. 2,000 meters of electric cables inside
its walls. We make use of this enormous
network to establish a positive energy field
throughout the entire living and working
area with ORGANO Power.

The installation is incredibly quick and easy.
Place the ORGANO Power in any given outlet – and you’re done!
One ORGANO Power is usually sufficient for
a single-family home or office building. The
only requirement is that there is only one
electricity meter.
Relax while you live, sleep
and work
Simple to use
Can be taken with you to your
place of work or on trips

ORGANO Mobile
External technical radiation is constantly increasing. This is in part due to the growing
number of transmission towers, since 5G
technology means that significantly more
transmitter stations will be required. But in
addition, the kind of large windows that are
common in modern buildings not only allow bright sunlight into interior rooms, but
also many other types of radiation.
You can carry out the installation yourself
very quickly and easily. Ideally, you should
place your ORGANO Mobile near to a
window on a windowsill, a sideboard or
your office desk.
The effective energetic radius is at least
30 m in indoor spaces. For single-family
homes, apartments and small office spaces,
one ORGANO Mobile is usually plenty.

Flexible scope of application
Positive feeling in your
house or apartment
Simple to use
36
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Radiation-free
living & working
ORGANO
Power +
Mobile

ORGANO Wireless
Our daily lives are filled with more and
more technical devices that require WiFi or
Bluetooth. We talk on the phone using our
smartphones or wireless phones, use WiFi
to surf the web, listen to music via wireless
speakers or earbuds and allow baby monitors to watch over our children’s rooms...
As a result, the technical radiation in our indoor spaces is constantly on the rise.
Attaching ORGANO Wireless to your
devices emitting radio frequencies is a quick
and easy task. Simply peel off the adhesive
film and stick it on your device.

Depicted
in original size

Relax while you use
smartphones and wireless phones
Feel better when using baby monitors and devices worn close to the
body
Simple to use
38
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ORGANO Geo
Geopathic zones of disturbance can have an
impact on our well-being. One example of
this are detrimental water veins, of which by
now practically everyone has at least heard
mention. Water attracts energies from its
surroundings and transmits this – negative
energies included. In the long term, these
energies can be harmful for people, animals
and the environment.
Detrimental water veins should be avoided, or their interference permanently suppressed.

The ORGANO Geo is
installed in the corresponding
disturbance zone. The mounting
option provided makes it possible to place
it conveniently and discreetly on any bed
frame or below your desk.
Tip! We recommend placement by a trained
ORGANO feng shui advisor as part of a
sleeping area analysis.

Harmonizes water veins
and earth radiation
Simple to use
Can be taken with you to your
place of work or on trips

Radiation-free
living & working
ORGANO
Power +
Mobile

ORGANO Auto
Rush-hour congestion and traffic jams,
driving on the highway and long distances
in the car – all of this demands our full attention and concentration, and saps a good
deal of our energy. Once we reach our destination, we often feel tired and drained.

With ORGANO Auto, you can enjoy a
pleasant driving experience once more:
Improved awareness and
concentration
Used for technical radiation energies
in your car
Relax while you drive and
arrive rested
Simply slot the ORGANO Auto into your
cigarette lighter.
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Energy-optimized
living & working

Energyoptimized
living & working
ORGANO
Bagua +
Chi

Regeneration is part of our performance. To
be able to perform, our bodies need to be
able to recharge their batteries with enough
energy.
But reality often looks very different: We roll
out of bed in the morning and, despite plenty of sleep, still feel weak and lethargic.

Energy optimization with ORGANO means
more energy and better energy.
Every floor plan and every living space
is just as individual as its owner. With
ORGANO, we establish an energy field in
which people can recharge their batteries
and in which their personal and professional
goals can be activated.

LOADING ...
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Energyoptimized
living & working
ORGANO
Bagua +
Chi

ORGANO Chi
Once we have successfully eliminated the
disruptive energies in the living and working spaces, we now want to improve the
flow of energy. In Chinese, energy is known
as chi. This chi should be distributed evenly
throughout our living and working environment.
If we sleep or work in rooms that have little
energy, our own energy reserves cannot be
properly refilled there. Why certain rooms
do not retain energy may be due to a number of reasons:
» Energy cannot be distributed
» Energy is lost
» Energy does not enter the house

The illustration shows how
the energy in each room,
which predominantly enters the living space via
the front door, cannot be
evenly distributed. Barely any energy reaches the
bedroom.

Not only do the ORGANO Chis bring energies into the house, they also distribute
them evenly and keep them in the house.
The first step involves conducting an analysis of the energy flow to determine what energetic weaknesses are present in the living
or working space. This guides the placement
of the ORGANO Chis, with the purpose of:
Activating energies in the room
Distributing energies evenly
within the room
Preventing the loss of energy
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ORGANO Bagua
In classic feng shui, there are 8 areas of life,
known as the baguas. Each one represents important energies. These include, for example,
family and health, partnership and relationships, or one’s personal journey and career.
The ORGANO Bagua improves the energy of
the 8 areas of life, activating these areas and
improving the quality of their energy. The
aim of the ORGANO Bagua is to organize all
the areas of life in a harmonious and powerful way, so that the inhabitants can profit
from their energy.
What is special about this is that in addition
to activating the areas of life in general, the
individual goals, desires and thought energies
of the inhabitants of the house can also be
stored in the ORGANO Bagua. This gives the
ORGANO Bagua its very own personalized
touch.
Establishes an even quality
of energy in the living spaces
Personal goals can be activated
in the ORGANO Bagua
Easy application near to the
center of the apartment or
house

“We shape our buildings.
Thereafter they shape us.”
Winston Churchill

Water –
our elixir of life
Water is our most important nutrient. The
human body consists of approximately 70%
water, while for the brain, this is as high as
80%. Along with our energy supply, the balance of water in our body is the most important building block for our ability to focus and perform; this is also how toxic waste
material is eliminated from our body.

Water: the elixir
of life
ORGANO
Water

This alone is reason enough to optimize
the quality of the water we consume on
a daily basis. People have put their trust
in the healing power of water since the
dawn of time. They use healing stones in
jugs of water or drink the water from renowned holy springs, such as Lourdes
water.
With his one-of-a-kind water photography,
Dr. Masaru Emoto from Japan was able to
demonstrate that not all water is equal. Different water has different energy, and therefore a different quality.
With ORGANO, you can turn your regular
tap water into revitalized, energizing water.

Without water, we’re all nothing
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Water: the elixir
of life
ORGANO
Water

ORGANO Water

Revitalized, high-energy water
Easy DIY installation without costs

ORGANO Water transforms your tap water
into revitalized, energizing water. The unique
process of ORGANO impulse technology
passes energy from the ORGANO Water on
to the water flowing past, without actually
touching it directly.

No servicing or maintenance
necessary
Sustainable and conserves
resources: Saves money, materials, transport and protects the
environment

ORGANO Water gives your water a delicate,
soft flavor. The supply directly from the tap
is simple, convenient and saves a tremendous amount of money, materials (especially environmentally harmful plastic), resources, transport and so on.
The users of ORGANO Water include both
private households as well as businesses. For
hotels, restaurants and wellness facilities,
the use of ORGANO Water is a special quality feature that they are proud to communicate to guests.

In a matter of minutes, you
yourself can install your ORGANO Water
on the main water pipe or on any tap you
wish.
When installing the ORGANO Water on the
main water pipe, we recommend installing
it after the water meter and filter units. This
guarantees 100% transmission of the energy
to the water.
The mounting for installation is included in
the delivery.

Mobile ORGANO water revitalizer
Let’s start with the best news: A mobile
ORGANO water revitalizer is included when
you purchase ORGANO Water. But it can
also be ordered individually. This way, you
have your powerful tap water with you
wherever you go.

With its compact size, the
mobile ORGANO water revitalizer
fits in every bag. Whether in the
office, dining out or traveling,
now you can add vitality to your
tap water wherever you go.

The mobile ORGANO water revitalizer allows you to invigorate water in bottles, jugs
or glasses. In just 3 – 5 seconds, the exact
same energies are transferred to the water
as when you use ORGANO Water on your
tap water.

Care: Not dishwasher-safe.
Product warranty: One year material
warranty, lifelong duration of effect.

Revitalized water – any
time, anywhere you go
Transfers energies in
3-5 seconds
Fits in every bag
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Contact

organo.SL GmbH
Passauer Str. 20 | 94104 Tittling
Tel.: +49(0)8504 - 957 999-0
Fax: +49(0)8504 - 957 999-11
info@organo.de
www.organo.de

Important information:
For legal reasons and reasons pertaining to competition law, for the protection of our consumers, we are obliged to point out that, similar to
homeopathy, ORGANETIK and the ORGANO products developed by us are not based on any scientific
studies regarding their potential effectiveness. ORGANETIK is not a healing procedure and the ORGANO products developed by us are not remedies or
medical products according to the Therapeutic Products Act, the Medicines Act or the Medicinal Products
Act, and may not be considered as such. They may not
replace any form of medical therapy. All information is
based exclusively on tradition and years of experience.
Legal information available at www.organo.de

Your point of contact

www.organo.de

